The ideal CRM companion
for all your needs

Highlights of the new version

CAS genesisWorld x12

Shape your digital workspace with CRM

S

Using the Dashboard Designer, you
compile all the information you need
for your daily work in one place.

In turbulent times, the needs of your customers change

CAS genesisWorld are corroborated by high satisfaction

even faster. This constant change makes it all the more im-

rates among our customers queried in recent studies.*

portant to foster good relationships with your customers
and strengthen teamwork, even across social distances.

We invite you to discover the highlights of the new
x12 version on the following pages. CAS genesisWorld

CAS genesisWorld is the integrated CRM/XRM solution

supports you in all your endeavours, and provides a user-

for SMEs, which supports you company-wide in sales,

friendly interface with time-saving, efficient functions

service, and marketing. With CAS genesisWorld, you can

on any device at any location.

actively shape the new digital workspace. The benefits of

* CRM in practice: User satisfaction, uses & chances 2019/2020,
by Trovarit AG.
CRM Survey 2020. Pointing the way for successful customer relationship management, by MUUUH! Consulting, itdesign, MaibornWolff,
and SIEVERSGROUP.
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Enjoy numerous innovative features and use them to

Topics such as digital sovereignty and data protection

excite your customers, for example, with the new time-

have become even more essential in times of the mobile

line view to increase the efficiency in your teams. Keep

office. Use your CRM/XRM to create the optimal condi-

an overview of everything with our new dashboard func-

tions for compliance with the EU-GDPR and protect what's

tions and customizable views.

most important to you: your customer data.

With its intelligent wizards, smartphone widgets, an

Discover the new intuitive SmartDesign interfaces with

extended SmartSearch, and many more functions, this

consistent look & feel. By using CAS genesisWorld, you are

version is the indispensable companion on your path

in the best position to successfully lead your company into

to Customer Centricity.

the future.
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Create exciting customer experiences
Increase emotional loyality
CAS genesisWorld helps you to maintain contact with
your customers and prospects, whether digitally or face-

Your intelligent CRM

to-face. With its targeted approach, you can actively

In the new version, intelligent wizards support you in your

expand your services, acquire new customers, and easily

daily work, for example, a step-by-step wizard guides you

access all customer- or project-related information. Use

through your e-mail campaigns or sales processes. There-

the new functions to create and maintain customer-

by, you can easily and professionally structure and organ-

focused XRM relationships and establish optimal cus-

ize your communication and customer service processes.

tomer engagement by using the fundamental strengths
of your CRM.

Mobile freedom anytime
Do you also enjoy the freedom of working with the same

The refined Picasso search uses AI algorithms to compile an individual overview of data that is relevant to you.
Moreover, with the expanded SmartSearch, you can avoid
tedious searches and find any information in your CRM/
XRM lightning-fast.

CRM look & feel whether you are in the office, at home,
or on the go? Then, the new x12 version is the solution
for you. Keep in touch with customers and colleagues
via tablet, smartphone & Co while working in the mobile
office. You can access all important information on your
customers, offline or online. As of now, you can also access

T

all relevant CRM information from your Apple Watch and

through your sales processes.

select Android wearables.
Activate the widgets on your mobile devices to access
CAS genesisWorld even faster on the go. You can, for
example, jump directly to your calendar, manage opportunities, or quickly create new data records of various
types.
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Intelligent wizards guide you

T

As of now, you can
access your CRM/XRM
on your smartwatch
anytime.

Stay connected

its new power as soon as you start processing your cus-

Organize your video calls or online events by selecting

customers, both while writing and processing e-mails.

potential participants in CAS genesisWorld, inviting them

Using the action menu, you can, for example, attach link-

via personalized e-mails, and starting targeted surveys

ed data records to the current e-mail.

tomers' e-mails. You can access any information on your

after the event. View the results on your personalized
dashboard and derive specific follow-up actions from the

The integration of CAS genesisWorld with the Microsoft

displayed information. This way, you can control all actions

Office 365 products now includes browser-based access

in one solution, create exciting customer experiences, and

and access on mobile devices. You can now, for example,

increase the emotional loyalty of your customers.

archive e-mail attachments in your CRM while on the go.

Full XRM power for your
Outlook client
The extended Microsoft Outlook Add-In will delight you
with numerous new features in the new x12 version and
has become a genuine integrated XRM client. Experience
T

Organize your online events by selecting
potential participants and inviting them
via personalized e-mails.

W

Using widgets, you can quick-

The AI-based Picasso search pin-

ly access your CRM or create

points all important information and

new data records.

compiles your custom overview.

S
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Strengthen teamwork and
increase efficiency

With CAS genesisWorld, you create the perfect foundation
for teamwork in the digital office, across the distance.
New functions strengthen communication, support team
leaders in the remote space, and thereby create a common
sense of achievement. You can look forward to functions
that support you in sharing knowledge and strengthening
cooperation among project team members.

Using the team planning functions, you

X

Ü

can find your employees on the map and
identify who is closest to your respective
customers.

Smart actions ensure
comfortable working
Using smart actions, you can simultaneously change multi-

existing data records as templates for new data records.

ple data records (contents, access rights, etc.) and execute

For example, you can use the duplication functions to

follow-up actions, including automatic field completion

create new contact persons for a company while working

with predefined field values or automatic links, to achieve

in an opportunity data record.

an optimal workflow.
Make life easier for you: upload and archive documents in
The SmartSearch functions are now also available in link

CAS genesisWorld using drag and drop functions. Provide

fields. You can select linked data records according to the

your colleagues with relevant documents stored in a cen-

search-as-you-type principle. This way, you can, for exam-

tral database to save time for face-to-face communication

ple, link opportunities with the appropriate contact person

and coordination.

or the corresponding company in no time.
In the new CAS genesisWorld version, you can use the
When using CAS genesisWorld Web, you can now also

document preview to identify whether document contents

easily duplicate existing data records. Thereby, you can

are relevant to you at glance.

ease processes and work more efficiently as you can use
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S

The graphical timeline view provides
the perfect overview of your team
planning.

Organized team planning
using map views

Transparent timeline view –
visualize your planning

The integrated team planning map view supports you in

With the new timeline view (available as of fall 2020), you

keeping an overview of your team. For example, when

can display time-related data records (appointments, jobs,

processing service calls: identify and send the employee

tasks, holidays, etc.) in a graphical overview.

closest to the customer's location to answer the service
call. Thereby, you can make your customer service more

For example, use the resource planning functions to

efficient as well as sustainable, and you can save time and

provide a transparent overview of working times and

money on travels.

task distribution in teams.
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Targeted communication
and analysis

S

Create your custom dashboards
using numerous visually optimized
elements.
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CAS genesisWorld grants more transparency and oversight
to base your informed decisions on and supports you in
controlling and sales management. And what's best about
it: you can use numerous handy new functions to compile
and display precisely the information required for analyses
and evaluations.

Perfect flexibility – graphical
views & dashboard designer
The graphical views and the dashboard designer are true
highlights and offer more possibilities than ever. As of
now, you can use numerous visually optimized elements
(views, charts, link lists, etc.) to create your custom dash-

Keep an overview with just
one click

boards. All relevant KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) are
immediately visible through color-highlighting and are
updated automatically. Thereby, you keep your data upto-date even while on-site with a customer.

With the new CAS genesisWorld version, you can precisely
target your communication and efficiently structure your
data. The pivot tables are a new powerful tool for more
flexible reports in the web version which you can use to
achieve new levels of information transparency. Via drilldown, you can find precisely the detailed information you
need.

OpenSync – integration for
all purposes
With the CAS OpenSync framework, you can integrate
any third-party system, for example, collaborative solu-

Combine filters to sort and display select customers for

tions. The increasing number of connectors provides you

optimal targeted communication. Identify your top cus-

with new possibilities to permanently extend the func-

tomers, for example, according to most turnover, a specific

tions of CAS genesisWorld.

company size, or any other criteria. Use those filtered
views to plan your follow-up actions: schedule appointments or prepare individual quotes for your selected
customers.

Work decentralized – digitally
sovereign and in compliance
with data protection norms
Especially in times of the mobile office and decentralized
cooperation, trustworthy software is essential for companies and employees. Data protection is a central component of our software product, especially if your company
deploys a combination of desktop, web, and mobile clients
online or offline
Which is why CAS genesisWorld has once again been
awarded the "Software Made & Hosted in Germany" quality seal of approval. The same level of data protection also
applies for the more than 200 further third-party system
integrations provided by our certified CAS Partners.
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Even more highlights
Want to explore more functions? Get excited for more
highlights of the new x12 version.

CAS App Designer –
more powerful than ever
The CAS App Designer offers even more functional
possibilities. For example, an integrated scripting module eases and accelerates the creation of custom apps
in CAS genesisWorld. The new translation editor comfortably eases language management.

Extended participant
management
Cooperation with external contacts and within your teams
becomes easier. Perfect your participant management by
delegating an organizer if external participants are invited.

Caller ID – now on mobile
devices
Via Incoming call functions, your iOS device displays
who of your contacts is calling you, and you can access
current information on the customer before and during
the phone call.

Impress your conversation partners by
digitizing business cards in one step and
saving them as a contact in your CRM.
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X

Ü

CAS CardScanner –
now integrated
The CAS CardScanner is now integrated in the mobile

You can find more information on these and other high-

client of CAS genesisWorld. Scanning business cards of

lights of CAS genesisWorld x12 at: www.cas-crm.com

your conversation partners and directly saving them as
contacts in your CRM has never been easier.
Thereby, basic support of MDM (Mobile Device Management) functionalities is provided.
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Phone: +49 721 9638-188
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